Substrate-Friendly Growth of Large-Sized Ni(OH)2 Nanosheets for Flexible Electrochromic Films.
Large-area, 2D, anisotropic, direct growth of nanostructures is considered an effective and straightforward way to readily fulfill transparent, flexible technology requirements. In addition, formation of thin hybrid structures by combining with another 2D material brings about dimensional advantages, such as intimate heterostructure functionalities, large specific area, and optical transparency. Here, we demonstrate 2D planar growth of thin Ni(OH)2 nanosheets on arbitrary rigid and soft supports, by exploiting the growth strategies of oriented attachment induced by interfacial chemistry and the intrinsic driving force of layered structure constitution. Moreover, large-scale 2D heterohybrids have successfully been prepared by direct conformal growth of Ni(OH)2 nanosheets overlying MoO3 nanobelts. Unlike the exfoliation and transfer of 2D materials technique, this approach minimizes multiple process contamination and physical-handling structural defects. Accordingly, proof-of-concept flexible electrochromism is demonstrated in view of its prerequisite to the access of a large homogeneous material coating. The as-synthesized 2D layered structure affirms its optical and electrochemical superiority through the display of wide optical modulation, high coloration efficiency, good cyclic stability, and flexibility.